The Ladder
ladders & scaffolding - lowe's home improvement - to identify the necessary size, consider the ladder
height as well as the maximum reach of the user.* ... all ladders & scaffolding. attic ladders. extension ladders.
fire escape ladders. ladder & scaffolding accessories. multi-position ladders. pump jack scaffolding. scaffolding.
step ladders. ladder inspection checklist - home page | church mutual ... - 1. choose the right ladder
selecting the right portable ladder for the job is the most fundamental part of ladder safety. the two types of
ladders most frequently used are stepladders and extension ladders. quick car d - occupational safety and
health administration - ladder) as a single ladder or in a partially closed position. • do not use the top
step/rung of a ladder as a step/rung unless it was designed for that purpose. (continued on reverse ) portable
ladder safety tm • always maintain a 3-point (two hands and a foot, or two feet and a hand) con - tact on the
ladder when climbing. keep your body preventing ladder falls - construction safety - m) high the ladder
is, the base should be 1 foot (.3 m) out from the wall • for example, if you will be working on a 10 foot-high
roof (3 m), you need a ladder that is at least 14 feet (4.25 m) long. the ladder of inference - usgs - the
ladder of inference describes the thinking process that we go through, usually without realizing it, to get from
a fact to a decision or action. the thinking stages can be seen as rungs on a ladder and are shown in the
image. case study extension ladder - clicksafety - extension ladder to the floor below. the ladder was not
tied in or secured. the ladder slipped and the victim fell to the floor, suffering a fatal head injury. he was
discovered by his co -worker, lying on the floor with his feet between rungs of the fallen ladder. inspection
results chapter 2: basic ladder logic programming - ladder logic program runs output image (plc memory)
state of actual output device as the ladder logic program is scanned, it reads the input data table then writes
to a portion of plc memory - the output data, table as it executes the output data table is copied to the actual
output devices after the ladder logic has been scanned.
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